NORTHAMPTON ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY
COMMISSION

UNAPPROVED MINUTES
October 22, 2020
4:00 PM – 6:00 PM
Location:

Virtual meeting

Members present:

Wayne Feiden, Chair, David Pomerantz, Vice Chair, Alex Jarrett, Rachel
Maiore, Adin Maynard, Gordon Meadows, Ashley Muspratt, Richard Parasiliti,
Tim Smith, Ben Weil, and Chris Mason (non-voting).

Wayne Feiden opened the meeting and announced that the meeting was being recorded.
Public comment period: Adele Franks, Sharon Moultan and Marty Nathan in attendance. No public
comments.
Review/approve minutes of 9/24/20 meetings: Alex Jarrett moved and Ashley Muspratt seconded a
motion to approve the minutes of 9/24/20 meetings. - Motion passed unanimously with one abstention.
Energy & Sustainability Revolving Fund: approve use for monitoring city-owned PV arrays: Chris
Mason explained that the city uses the Solrenview system to monitor and display on-line energy
production of two city-owned arrays: the 13 kW array on the James House (42 Gothic St) and the 106
kW array at Smith Vocational and Agricultural High School. Subscriptions for both arrays have run out.
The city uses this monitoring service to alert us of any system problems and to track energy production,
which is needed for our own information and to report production amounts to the MA Dept. of Energy
Resources (DOER) as part of our Green Community requirements. The mayor has approved using the
revolving fund to pay for 5-year subscription renewals for both of these arrays. $390 for the James
House array (for Systems 10kW-30kW) and $760 for the SVAHS array (for Systems 31kW-100kW).
Ben moved and Alex seconded a motion to approve use of the Energy & Sustainability Revolving Fund
to pay for 5-years of on-line data monitoring for the James House array ($390) and SVAHS array
($760). Motion passed unanomously
Climate Resilience and Regeneration Plan: Wayne announced that he was presenting on the CRRP at
the Oct 22 Planning Board meeting and briefly went over his presentation (see attached PPT slides). He
focused on two case studies he was going to bring up to highlight the potential trade-offs the plan might
bring to the planning board. 1) Considering a goal of increasing tree canopy versus street trees:
discussion focused on how the larger goal of overall tree canopy cover could have a negative effect on
equity. The city received a lot of comments about tree cover and thus it can show up in a lot of places in
the CRRP. But that can have the effect of unbalancing the plan to the detriment of equity. (Based on
comments, the CRRP could overemphasize the goal of increasing overall tree cover.) Ben suggested the
goal should be increasing the canopy over impervious surfaces, which is what causes the heat island
effect. Alex asked is their a net loss or gain of N’ton’s tree canopy? Wayne, overall it is increasing,
although there are places where tree removal make look like the opposite is happening. Rich from the
latest inventories, it is increasing on public land (public right-of-ways) and that is not counting
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conservation areas. I.e., street shade trees are increasing but need a new inventory to be sure. Alex:
1,000 street trees have recently been planted – these will result in a future increase in canopy.
Wayne, this is just one example (of many) hot-button issues with no perfect answer. Storm water is
another example he will present at the planning board meeting, noting that as soon as the plan is adopted
it will influence site plan review. Adin: while individual costs may go up it is important that greater
societal benefits need to come through. Don’t get side-tracked by habitual, existing habits. Ben: If
seeking a public benefit, (e.g., net zero houses), maybe set up a principle that judges the net benefit.
Gordon: How might the NESC work with the city on creating action plans? Chris: NESC will be able to
go through the plan and identify what we should be involved with. Ben: role of NESC is setting
priorities or building expertise? Wayne: it is staff’s role to get things done. Chris: in an ideal world the
city would address issues in order of priority, which NESC helps to set. In reality, city staff have to
respond to short term demands/emergencies and opportunities like grants and budgets.
Wayne walked everyone through the draft CRRP plan page-by-page and received feedback. Most input
from commissioners can be found in the two attachments, NESC comments from 11/14/19 and
Transportation NESC comments 10/21/20. The following are additional comments and discussion
during this process:
Page 5: the goal needs to be updated to 75% reduction by 2040 and 100% by 2050.
Ashley asked about including a first-year action plan in CRRP. Discussed but no decision to include
one.
Ashley suggested a need for a centralized clearing house staffed somewhere with the city to oversee all
aspects of the plan. Wayne described the city’s de-centralized approach where each department is given
a carbon budget that they must meet. Chris seconded Ashley’s suggestion but suggested the plan not
define how that is done within City government but leave it up to the Mayor’s office.
Ashley suggested moving the whole section on how the plan was created to the end – possibly into an
appendix as it breaks the flow of reading the plan. Wayne concurred.
Pg 39: Ashley suggests that there is no current consensus on natural gas having a lower carbon footprint
than oil and coal. Chris stated that up-stream emissions of methane from leaks is not necessarily known
in all cases but is believed to vary widely and can greatly increase carbon emissions from natural gas.
Wayne will add in language stating this up-stream uncertainty.
Discussion moved to methane leaks within the city. Local leaks have been identified. Citizen action has
led to Columbia Gas fixing some of them. Columbia Gas has to report leaks to the City. These reports
go to Rich Parasiliti. Alex suggested we add local gas leak mitigation/correction to the CRRP somewhere.
Table on Pg 44 still includes low and mid case emission scenarios. This was removed from the text but is still in
the table.
Pg 54: Ashley checked to see if it was a typo that the plan would call for the community to have a carbon budget
imposed on it. Wayne said yes, they must. It would be enforced through permits etc.

Pages 58-60: Chris made several suggestions pertaining to energy efficiency measures and the ordering of the
energy pathways. Adin suggested adding in working with the real estate market as an action. Upon discussion it
was decided that Adin and Chris will collaborate on re-drafting pieces of the Energy section by the next meeting.
Alex went over the additions the Transportation subgroup proposed (see attached). Ashley said she would reconvene a Waste subgroup to rework some wording to more closely match what the transportation group came up
with.
Marty Nathan (in audience) suggested adding something about clearing sidewalks in the winter to the
Transportation section.

Action Items:





Wayne will post to the Web the Oct. 4 version of the CRRP
Chris will check with commissioners about the NESC meeting on the Tuesdays before
Thanksgiving and Christmas
Chris and Adin will work on the Energy Sections
Waste subgroup will meet to work on redrafting language for the Waste section

The Committee adjourned at 6:10 PM.
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Northamptons climate action plan
An element of sustainable Northampton

Resilience & Regeneration Plan

Increasing the capacity of our city to better anticipate,
adapt, and thrive in a changing climate no matter what
kinds of acute shocks and chronic stresses we experience.
Climate adaptation is part of the citys resilience efforts.

Resilience

Regeneration: Reducing our citys contribution to climate
change, while renewing the health of natural and human
systems damaged by climate change, and growing the
vitality of people, the economy, and ecosystems for the
future. Climate mitigation is part of the citys regeneration
efforts.

Regeneration

This plan is commitment:
• Being a net carbon neutral City by 2050.
• City government building and operations being net carbon neutral by 2030.
• Community carbon emissions, building on Smith Colleges commitment to be net carbon
neutral by 2030, will be 50% lower by 2030 and 75% lower by 2050.
• Incorporating climate resilience and regeneration into all city and capital improvement plans
• Equity is a cross cutting need that must be incorporated into every climate action.
• Addressing energy sources, building energy, transportation, land use, food systems, waste
systems, trees and forests, carbon sequestration, and waste, while acknowledging that the
most effective carbon neutralization strategy is always conservation and reducing demands
(e.g., energy, transport, materials)
• Creating a laser focus on high impact practices that can allow us to achieve these
commitments.
• Addressing the climate change that is coming, by becoming a more resilient city. This will
range from physical features, such as addressing stormwater and storms, to social
investments to support our communities on the frontline of climate change.
• Develop a biennial resilience & regeneration action plan that includes an annual and long
term carbon budget

We as a city commit to:
 Creating and updating specific action plans needed to move this plan forward.
 Bringing climate resilience and regeneration into the conversation on every significant
city action (regulatory, investment, legislative, budgetary).

Our goals and actions are ambitious, necessary, and achievable. This plan outlines the path
to that goaltransitioning from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources, increasing energy
efficiency, and creating systems for consuming fewer resources while
enhancing our quality of life.

This plan is both a commitment and a roadmap. It signifies our dedication to mitigating
climate change and the actions we need to build an increasingly resilient and regenerative
future. It is a plan for simultaneously reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, building our
capacity to adapt to stresses, and improving our healthy ecosystems, inclusive communities,
and ensuring all Northampton residents can thrive.

Those impacts are not equally felt.
The greatest effects are on communities at the frontline of climate change (e.g., the
homeless, populations of color, low income residents, farmers, those in low lying areas). All
of the systems we rely onwhether those are wastewater systems, food systems, or social
service systemsmust effectively adapt to these new stresses.

Thrive even with climate change: co benefits framework
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Resilience Case Study: Pine Grove Golf Course

hydrology of a parking lot
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Procedural Equity
Distributional Equity
Structural Equity
Transgenerational Equity

Equity Case Study: Community Resilience Hub

Community Resilience HUB Partnership Matrix

Northampton Community & Resilience Hub Planning

What do we mean by community?

community

support

crisis

connect

Building Program as Proxy for Relationships

Northampton Community & Resilience Hub Planning

.a place we can all to turn to in a crisis

.a place that strengthens community

.... a place that supports those of us who lack a
stable home

...a place where connections are made

Transportation NESC comments 10/21/20
Minor section changes:
• 1A: Add, before last paragraph:
◦ “Consider the balance between lifeline public transportation services where users do not
have other options, and services which will generate the highest ridership and will benefit
all users. Create strategies to reduce the cultural barriers to users of all income levels in
accessing public transportation. Promote access to short-term car rental and car sharing.
Create an educational campaign as to whether it makes economic sense to own a car (or
second car) or rent one.”
• 1C: At end of 1st bullet point:
◦ “...of the benefits, including the reduced cost of ownership of EVs.”
• 1C: Before 2nd to last bullet point:
◦ “Promote shared electric vehicle fleets through incentives or partnerships with private
companies.”
• 2A:
◦ First bullet point doesn’t match grammatically with “will continue to:”
◦ Add to first bullet point: “Encourage shared parking initiatives, parking cash-outs and
decoupling parking costs from the cost of housing.”
Transportation 1B: Expand bicycling options, including the ValleyBike bike share program
Promote bicycling as a safe, efficient, inexpensive and low-carbon travel option. Expand our multi-use
trail network and its connections to the roads and sidewalks. Ensure the trail network is available for
year-round use.
Celebrate our trail network through a marketing campaign focused on green tourism, in collaboration
with local business development associations.
Create a bicycling safety curriculum in the schools, and improve upon our already existing bicycle
skills park for children at Arcanum Field.
(Insert text of existing Valley Bike section here, and add at the end:)
Explore providing year-round service with bicycles suitable for winter roads, expanding its utility for
commuting and shopping.

